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To design, develop and evaluate useful, likeable and trustworthy virtual 
humans.

Fig 1: The human follower 
looks at the Landmark 

when she has located it 
(left).

Fig 2: The speaker guides 
both a human and a virtual 

human (right).

Virtual humans have been used in areas such as support, health, teaching and 
training (Kang et al.; Kenny et al.; Lok; Robillard et al.; Yuen et al., Johnson and 
Rickel; Kim et al.; Rickel).  To date, there has been a wealth of research into 
how virtual humans should behave during interactions with users, in order to 
maximise success (Andrist et al.; Appel et al.; Bailenson et al.; Cassell et al.; 
Cassell and Thorisson; S Dalzel-Job et al. "Comparing Behavioural and Self-
Report Measures of Engagement with an Embodied Conversational Agent"; S. 
Dalzel-Job et al. "Don't Look Now."). We have previously found that during a 
successful interaction, a virtual human’s eye movement patterns should adapt 
to the type of task involved (S Dalzel-Job et al., "Comparing Behavioural and 
Self-Report Measures of Engagement with an ECA"; "Don't Look Now“).*

This project looks at how people approach collaborative interactions, 
particularly when encountering ambiguous or unexpected situations. The aim 
is to create natural and accurate models of users’ behaviours and language, 
incorporating social signals and measures of engagement under different 
conditions, with varying patterns of feedback. The results will assist in the 
design of useful, likeable, trustworthy AIs.  Artificial agents can therefore be 
trained to understand characteristic human behaviour exhibited during 
communication, as well as how to respond with appropriately human-like 
behaviour. Continuous monitoring of “success” during communication, rather 
than simply at the end, allows for much more fluid and agile interaction, 
ultimately reducing the likelihood of critical failure.
*Full references available on request.

Fig. 3: More looking at the 
follower than at the target 
landmark. 

Fig. 4: Human vs. Virtual Human: 
More looking at a virtual human 
follower than at a real human.

Fig. 5: What happens when things 
go wrong? More looking 
backwards and forwards (checking) 
when interacting with a virtual 
human than when interacting with 
a real human.

Fig. 6: A human follower elicits 
more GSR peaks than a human-
controlled morph. No difference 
between a human and a computer-
controlled agent.

Fig. 7: When the response is 
Wrong, the human elicits more 
GSR peaks than the virtual human. 
No such effect when the follower is 
a computer-controlled agent.

Fig. 8: The same pattern is found 
when looking at just the Avatar 
condition –more peaks with human 
than virtual human in correct and 
wrong, but not in the computer-
controlled Agent condition.

Humans and virtual humans attract different patterns of looking and elicit 
different levels of emotional response. Designing the most effective virtual 
human must take this into account. The next data to be examined is the 
questionnaire – how comfortable were users were with the follower? How 
confident were they in successful task completion? Looking at this, along with 
current data, will help us understand more about how people respond to 
humans and virtual humans in successful and unsuccessful interactions.

Users (Speakers) were told they were interacting with a human (Follower) via 
video link (fig. 1), and either a human-controlled morph or a computer-
controlled virtual human follower (fig. 2). All followers were, in fact, pre-
recorded videos, and the computer-controlled and human-controlled virtual 
humans were identical. The aim was for the speaker to guide the follower to a 
specific landmark; the follower would indicate they had found it by looking at 
the target landmark on a map on the screen.

Variables: 
Response Type: Followers either looked at the target being described (Correct
condition) or did not look at the target being described (Wrong condition, see 
fig. 2). In the Ambiguous condition, speakers were given ambiguous landmark 
instructions (e.g. ‘House’, when there were 2 houses on the map, see fig. 1).
Follower Type: Human listener or morphed human/Computer-controlled 
Virtual human.
Agency: Whether users were told that the virtual listener was a human-
controlled morph (Avatar) or computer-controlled (Agent).

Measures: 
Eye movements: Fixation Duration: How long did users spend looking at 
relevant / irrelevant areas on the screen? Revisits: How many times did they 
look away then back at a landmark or the follower? (See figs. 3-5)
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR): peaks indicate increase in arousal in response
to emotionally relevant stimuli; more peaks per minute indicate that the 
stimulus has elicited higher arousal. (See figs. 6-8)


